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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE 

PLASTICOLOR MIXING STATION 
 

Depending on how many materials you want to mix, the PLASTICOLOR Mixing Station consists 
of 2 to 8 PLASTICOLOR standard units.  For example, with a three unit PLASTICOLOR Mixing 
Station, you can mix: 
    Virgin Material 
    Regrind 
    Masterbatch 
 
The Mixing Station can be mounted directly on an injection molding machine or an extruder in 
place of the existing machine hopper.  It can also be used as a Central Mixing Station 
supplying several production machines with the same mixture. 
 
Each PLASTICOLOR can be equipped with any of the following three types of motors.  The 
standard motor G-165 will give the PLASTICOLOR unit a maximum capacity of about 220 Kg/h.  
For a small additional cost you can have stronger and faster motors, the G-260 or the G-500, 
which will five a maximum capacity of 350 to 700 Kg respectively.  All three motors are DC  
permanent magnet gear box motors.  A thyristor control with a ten turn potentiometer regulates 
the speed of the motor.  All motors have tacho feedback for highest accuracy. 
 
You now also have a choice of a brushless-type motor by Bodine.  Please contact Plastore, Inc. 
for more information about this newly available product and others like it.   
 

HOW TO ASSEMBLE A MIXING STATION: 
 

You mount two to four PLASTICOLOR units on one high neckpiece depending on how many 
materials you want to mix.  The high neckpiece is equipped with an electronic High and Low 
Level Sensor.  Each PLASTICOLOR unit has a standard material hopper with a volume of 3 
cubic feet.  If this volume is too small, you can at an additional cost, have hoppers with 5 cubic 
feet volume.  Each hopper is equipped with a lid on which any type of vacuum transport 
equipment can be mounted.  The central Mixing Station is equipped with a special hopper under 
the neckpiece from which vacuum hopper loaders can suck the mixture to the different 
machines. 
 

HOW THE PLASTICOLOR MIXING STATION WORKS: 
 

On the PLASTICOLOR unit, you can exchange the screw/sleeve for others with different 
capacity ranges.  Within these ranges, you can regulate the speed of the motor so that your 
PLASTICOLOR will feed  the desired amount.  The High and Low Level Sensor in the neckpiece 
starts and stops all PLASTICOLOR units with a frequency depending on the material 
consumption of the production machine.  The set RPM of each PLASTICOLOR remains 
constant, thereby always giving the same mixture. 


